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Good peace, joy day….healing on moment at a time…. 

 

We had a thought. We have all heard of a ‘market’. 

We have all heard of the stock market. All of a sudden when we say that, us humans say “wow, that’s 

about money. Far out.! How do those traders figure out how to make money off of a direction of the 

price movement?” 

 

Somebody said all markets, are a market. And there is a concept to understand how to ‘capitalize off of 

a price movement’. Hmmmm? Do they mean like if someone buys a house for cheap and then knowing 

when the market herds are going to ‘raise’ the price because of demand increase, and then people ‘flip’ 

(sell) the house for more money? Yup  Or some people just renovate and sell…we know…It’s just 

supply (sellers) and demand (buyers) for the financial markets that we are talking about.  

Thinking it’s either going to  Up or down on the price chart…A supply zone or a demand zone   

We Keep It Sweet and Simple… KISS  

So how does that relate to the stock market. Well, like our friend said…a market is a market. So is there 

a way to know when price will move on a financial market (Forex-foreign exchange market, stocks etc..) 

price chart? We are just asking a question that’s all.  

 

SO here’s what all the guys say who have taken a “it’s a journey” approach to price chart trading… 

 

It’s just one moment in time that appears as a structure on the price chart (pattern) and the parameters 

(condition) around the structure. 

They call it a Momentum Breakout….MBO 
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So just like buying a house at a certain price and selling it when the price goes up, a person can 

‘speculate’ that price will move in Forex. (up or down)  

 

So how do we know when price will move? 

Well here are some words that go directly to the point that we can research gently as we wish. For fun, 

because it’s quite a riddle. It’s really a mystery to most of the world.  Just glance at the words, and if 

you want, we can do an internet search on one. One at a time, enjoy the journey…one a week? One a 

month, however…it’s a journey of discovery…besides we are obligated to each other as believers in the 

mystery…to practice and study trading until a consistent trader on a practice account anyway. Every 

body is different…We still think it all has to do with the “MBO” point, and it really should take 5 to 15 

minutes to locate the point in time, not a bunch of button pushing…. :-) 

 

 

Price moves minute by minute. Here are the words to search for intraday trade setups 

Momentum breakout trading 

Reversal patterns 

Continuation patterns 

Rally base drop and drop base rally  

High Probability intraday trade setups 

Crowd Psychology 

Wave Principle 

Elliot Wave 

Keep it simple with intraday trading 

Fibonacci 

Divine Ratio 
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Money talk can be emotional for some out there…so anyway….don’t get caught up in the race track 

crowd psychology in our heads chaos stuff…it’s not healthy…some say trading is ‘controlled 

gambling’….however…we can appreciate the mystery of finding ‘high probability’ trade setups.  

Do pro traders say it’s gambling? It better not be, right?  Not if these companies are handling people’s 

money  The people that invested and lost money in the financial markets due to not being told about 

a downturn of the “herds” were unfairly treated and that’s that….  

 

Some say, it’s just cylces over and over of, undervaluation that raises price (demand), and eventually like 

gravity, a market is then “overvalued” and suppliers sell off their ‘assests’/capital (also holdings or 

positions) However, it’s still a law of supply and demand…oh and peace to the house flippers out there 

who know about us, and we love you too…enjoy the tunes.  You guys are us, and we are us too. Love 

abides in God and God abides in Love and us…..We know, not everyone is of faith…anything that is 

positive and life giving… friends….stay around…from all of us to us…not in our heads, but in general, we 

mean…peace… 

 

 

Here are some ‘sayings’ (adages): 

Risk management is the only thing we have control of. 

The trend is your friend, till it bends in the end. (how do we know if we have a trend, 3 touchpoints?) 

Get in and get out. 

Pro traders are focused on risk management, and amateur traders are focused on winning trades. 

Don’t lose money, if you do, very little. 

It’s either impulsion (price movement) or correction (“building up of energy”, “working it out, 

clustering”) 

Always learn for as long as it takes to be consistent at winning 

trades before adding lots to your micro account. (yes, it’s only 

2% or so of humans that are high probablility price chart 
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traders) The Micro accounts are for learning, 1 lot…until 

constistent. For most humans it takes years. 

O.k., but trading is not pushing buttons, it’s understanding the 

concept of when price will move so we can “profit” and get out. 

MBO moment…that’s us…. 

 

How, we find the moment of movement where price will break 

a zone, place an entry order a bit beyond the zone we found 

where price is supposed to move (based on parameters), and 

place a limit order with how far we think price will move to 

“lock in” profit. Also, place a Fixed Trailing stop that will follow 

along with the movement to follow up on the movement and 

minimize risk, while locking in profit. Kind of like telling the 

‘platform’ to close in on the price movement from both 

sides…like a door closing or something (or a boaconstricter 

snake, but we don’t want to scare anyone..Happy Halloween… 

 So we’ll say, “locking in the profit” for that concept…  

 

That’s intraday trading…here are some pictures of the 

moments of MBO. 

Thanks to all the people who put these on Google images…they 

are believers in the understanding of the mystery (there are 

many examples out there of different ones) It’s such a small 
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moment of time, and people get so riled up about it. It’s like a 

frenzy and stuff….. man…  (a famous author says it should 

only take 15 minutes to spot a high probability trade set up.) 

We can notice in all these examples that price breaks a line 

drawn somewhere…”breaking out of a zone… 

  

(channel break) 

(triangle breakout?) 

 

(Top reversal pattern, it kind of looks 

like an “M” shape… peace to all the 

rappers out there ) Hiphoponelove 
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A special teacher called the M shape a ‘doo dad’ 

He said, he just hangs around looking for the M shapes and 

wins trades on the Momentum Breakout setups.  

Retesting a price area means that price could not break the 

area because of the ‘working it out’ between supply and 

demand. Why would a Momentum Breakout, not ‘breakout of a 

zone? This is called a false breakout. Hmmm?  

Maybe an expert can explain? 

 

 

   This tells us about high and low stuff 

(here price is ‘testing’ the high price, and also ‘testing’ the low 

price zone…this is what happens when a cluster happens. It 

tells us that the market is ‘working it out”, Usually after this 

period, price moves a certain direction, because that’s how 

humans are. O.k. either SUPPLY or DEMAND won the battle 

with that zone that happens  It has personality  The market 
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 This looks like (previous page) a “DROP BASE RALLY” type of 

structure. Hmm. How do we know that this will happen.  

 

 

 That’s it, which way will price 

“breakout” of a supply or demand cluster zone” ? 

 

Here’s a good build up “corrective” 

zone where “supply” (sellers) won the battle for price direction 
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movement. Notice the extra red candles (means sellers (bears)-

green (bulls) is buyers. It kind of tells us, “wow, here go the 

sellers”, maybe an MBO (momentum breakout) is gonna 

happen?”  

 

 

Here is a “Channel Break”….How do we know how far it will 

break, and how do we ‘capitalize with lowest risk’ on this setup 

opportunity?  We are asking questions….KEEP IT 

SIMPLE…They say, “well, because it broke the channel” 

yeah..but…that’s the thing…are we sure it will go the direction 

of the break. How do we know it won’t be a “false breakout”? 
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 Is this a ‘triangle setup’? Hmm… 

 

 

 

 

They say when support breaks resistance, that’s big deal, and 

price is telling us something… 

 

Here are some patterns…. 
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 Triangle breakout….We are MBO 

people, as the price actually break beyond a zone that has been 

retested… 

 

Notice the zone that price retested 

and finally broke through, which 

tells us the “sentiment” of the 

market at that moment.  MBO 

 

 

This is cool, it shows the trend, 

and how the channel (that’s 

consolidating –“the market 

figuring out supply and demand 

sentiment”)  
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Which way is it gonna go?  

 Just like, “Is the price of the house gonna go up”?  The 

market is a market, like any other…What is the market doing? 

 Well, house flippers, also of course think about the “location, 

location, location” and renovation, but the market fluctuations 

are the ‘herd like’ behavior that will actually make the moves 

on the overall market, which effects the values of all the homes 

in an area… 

 

 

 

O.k. so, that’s some food for thought…what are the easiest 

setups to recognize without spending a lot of time, because it’s 

a frenzy out theayere… 
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  Peace and blessings…all things work 

towards the good…love abides in GOD,..and God abides in 

us…Even Ghandi and Martin Luther King said that 

stuff…Malcom X too…so that’s good then…peace… 
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